
Film Terms



WRITING IT 
DOWN

• Film Treatment: a description 
of the film in narrative form, 
written as if the writer were 
seeing the film he/she is 
describing

• Storyboard: a visual 
overview of the script; shows 
a drawing of each shot along 
with camera and sound 
directions



BASIC 

BUILDING 

BLOCKS

Shot: the basic unit of film structure; ONE scene 
recorded on ONE piece of film by ONE camera in 
ONE take (remember 1:1:1:1)

*Think of your own personal video cameras. From 
the time you press record to the time you press the 
button again to stop recording is one shot.

Sequence: a number of shots put together to show 
a single event

You can remember these terms linguistically—

Shot = word Sequence = sentence



Framing:

Shot composition

• To direct the viewer’s attention within the frame:

– Colour

– Lines created by characters or objects (leading lines, etc.)

– Space between or surrounding characters or objects

– Shapes

• Circle – an organic shape; may emphasize confusion, repetition, time, 
safety

• Rectangle/ Square – an inorganic, man-made shape; may represent 
civilization, control

• Triangle – often used to highlight a relationship between people and 
objects

• To comment on the characters:

– Balance / imbalance

– Symmetry / asymmetry

– Planes of focus – foreground / background

• In a Deep Focus shot, a wide angle lens is used so that objects near to and 
far from the camera will be in focus

• Deep focus shots allow the viewer to contemplate several planes of action 
at once
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Mise en 
Scène
Translated from French, it means 
"setting the stage" but, in film analysis, 
the term mise en scene refers to 
everything in front of the camera, 
including the set design, lighting, and 
actors.



Analyzing  
Shot 
Composition:
Study these shots from 2001: A Space 
Odyssey (Stanley Kubrick, 1969)

• 1. What does the shot 
composition in the first shot 
convey about the space station 
environment?

• 2. What does the 
composition in the second shot 
convey about HAL, the 
computer that takes over the 
space station?

• 3. How could shot 
composition be arranged to 
portray that a character is 
disorganized?



The Space Station Interior

What does the mise-en-scene convey about the space station environment?



Inside HAL
• What does the mise-en-scene 
convey about HAL?



Camera 

Shots–

Distance 

from 

Objects

Master: a filmed recording of an entire scene, start 
to finish, from an angle that keeps all subjects in 
view

*Master shots were more popular in Classic films, 
but are still very important today

An example of a master shot:

Let's say that you're making a music video for 
your favorite band. The simplest way to do it 
is with one continuous shot of the entire 
performance synced to the audio track. This is 
the master shot. This static shot by itself is 
boring and nobody wants to watch three 
minutes and fifteen seconds of this, so you also 
shoot "cutaways." After shooting your master 
shot, you go through again and shoot close-ups 
of the guitar player grimacing musically, the 
singer shaking his mullet, the audience 
screaming and throwing their hotel room keys 
on the stage, etc. You have a continuous audio 
track that's always synced to the master shot, 
and you can cut away to other things to keep it 
from getting dull.



Camera 

Shots-

Distance

• LONG: a shot taken 
at a considerable 
distance from the 
subject; usually shows 
landscapes or 
buildings.

• MEDIUM: a shot 
framing a subject at a 
medium range, usually 
from the waist up.

*Medium shots are often 
used for dialogue and 
work well to show 
body language



Camera 
Shots Distance

• ESTABLISHING - a shot that sets the time and place of action or 
concepts

• Establishing shots are usually long shots, and usually come at the 
beginning of a film or sequence, but they don’t have to follow these 
rules.

• Example: When the Avengers regroup at the Avengers' Compound, 
audiences usually see a bird's eye view long shot which establishes the 
enormity of the facility. We then cut to the action that is taking place 
within.



Camera Shots -

Distance

• Close-up: a shot showing a 

detail only (face only, for 

example).

*Close-ups are used to link you 
with the character because 
they create intimacy

• Extreme Close-up: a detail of a 

close up (just the eyes or nose, 

for example).

*ECUs are often used to create 
suspense in horror films; they 
also call attention to subtle 
but telling reactions

EXTREME CLOSE-UP

CLOSE-UP





Camera 

Shots -

Position

• Over-the-Shoulder: a shot of a 
subject taken from over the 
shoulder of another person 
whom you see in the shot.

• American: medium to long 
shot of a group of subjects 
taken so that all are visible to 
the camera

*The American shot was coined by 
French film critics; it was 
often used in cheap American 
films to allow complex 
dialogue to occur without 
changes in camera position

"AMERICAN SHOT"

OVER-THE-SHOULDER



Identify each shot as either long, medium, close-up or extreme close-up.

A B C D

E F G H

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image:Close_up_face.jpg
http://www.acclaimimages.com/_gallery/_pages/0156-0609-0715-5640.html
http://www.acclaimimages.com/_gallery/_pages/0156-0607-0305-2300.html
http://images.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://www.themelodyballroom.com/wedding%2520on%2520big%2520stage%2520-%2520long%2520shot.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.themelodyballroom.com/wedding_photos.html&h=1134&w=1446&sz=410&hl=en&start=1&um=1&tbnid=Ju9iJLkjGVjnsM:&tbnh=118&tbnw=150&prev=/images?q=long+shot&svnum=10&um=1&hl=en&rls=GGLG,GGLG:2005-25,GGLG:en&sa=N
http://images.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://p.vtourist.com/2676088-Chicago_city_scape-Chicago.jpg&imgrefurl=http://members.virtualtourist.com/m/b0f23/bdc28/&h=420&w=560&sz=49&hl=en&start=9&um=1&tbnid=q6j-sybSdxcH3M:&tbnh=100&tbnw=133&prev=/images?q=city+scape&svnum=10&um=1&hl=en&rls=GGLG,GGLG:2005-25,GGLG:en
http://images.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://www.tv-handbook.com/images/Tai%2520Chi.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.tv-handbook.com/Composition%2520and%2520Camera%2520Movement.html&h=366&w=486&sz=15&hl=en&start=2&um=1&tbnid=hAi_CbRzO9m3qM:&tbnh=97&tbnw=129&prev=/images?q=medium+shots&svnum=10&um=1&hl=en&rls=GGLG,GGLG:2005-25,GGLG:en
http://images.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://www.tv-handbook.com/images/Jeff%2520in%2520tree.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.tv-handbook.com/Composition%2520and%2520Camera%2520Movement.html&h=365&w=487&sz=15&hl=en&start=1&um=1&tbnid=7Q2PaAtYDutk1M:&tbnh=97&tbnw=129&prev=/images?q=medium+shots&svnum=10&um=1&hl=en&rls=GGLG,GGLG:2005-25,GGLG:en
http://images.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://www.cartoondollemporium.com/images/hilary%2520duff/hilary_closeup.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.cartoondollemporium.com/hilary_closeup.html&h=300&w=400&sz=292&hl=en&start=7&um=1&tbnid=GFL1OU4gS8jrgM:&tbnh=107&tbnw=143&prev=/images?q=close+up&svnum=10&um=1&hl=en&rls=GGLG,GGLG:2005-25,GGLG:en


Answers

1. medium

2. long

3. close-up

4. ECU

5. long

6. ECU

7. medium

8. close-up



Camera Shot- Angles

• Low (inferior): the camera looks up at what is being 
filmed; makes subject appear larger or more powerful

• High (superior): the camera looks down at what is 
being filmed; makes subject appear smaller, weaker, 
insignificant, helpless 

• Neutral: the camera is level with subject’s eye/gaze

• Bird’s Eye View: the camera looks directly down on 
the subject from above; the subject appears short and 
squat, emphasizing the smallness or insignificance of 
the subject

• Worm’s Eye View:  the camera looks up at the subject, 
almost from the floor; the subject looks gargantuan



SHOT DURATION

• Long take: shots of long duration.  They may result in 
a relaxed, slow pace, or may be used to link many 
aspects of the film together.

*Long shots are difficult for directors because any error 
during the filming will result in re-starting the scene 
from the beginning

• Short take: shots of short duration that result in an 
urgent, fast pace

Commentary on long takes:  
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EjNk-nxHjfM

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EjNk-nxHjfM


CAMERA MOVEMENT

• Pan: camera rotates horizontally from side to side on 
top of a tripod, which remains stationary

• Tilt: camera pivots vertically, up or down

• Tracking (trucking/dolly): camera moves on wheels;  
may follow a subject/object that is itself moving

• Boom/Crane: camera moves up or down through 
space; named for the apparatus—boom or crane—on 
which the camera is mounted. Can be used to 
emphasize the environment, character’s place in it. 

• Handheld: creates excitement, emphasizes disorder

• Which one of these is the “no” motion?  “Yes”? Riding 
in a glass elevator?  Running through the tires in 
football practice?  Roller blading down the street?



Camera Movement

Direction of Movement:

• L→R feels “natural” to Western 

audiences since it is how we read

• R→L feels unnatural, uncomfortable
– Directors can use these reactions to shape the 

audience’s feelings toward a character or object



LIGHTING

• High Key: flooded with light

• Low Key: flooded with shadows and darkness

Q:  What effect would these lighting effects have on the scene?

• Bottom/Side: direct lighting from below or one side

• Front/Rear: soft, direct lighting on face or from behind 
subject

Q:  What effect would these lighting effects have on the subject?



LIGHTING CONT.

High Key: creates a bright and open feeling

Low Key: creates suspense/suspicion

Bottom/Side: creates a subject who appears 
dangerous or evil, morally ambiguous or with 
a split personality

Front/Rear: creates a subject who appears 
innocent with a “halo”

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image:Full-metal-jacket-901.jpg


EDITING

• Fade:  scene fades to black or white; often implies that 
time has passed

• Dissolve:  one image dissolves into another; 
– can create connection between images; (you may know this as 

a “cross fade”)

• Flashback:  cutting to an action that occurred in the 
past

• Insert:  part of the scene from the master shot filmed 
from a different angle or focal length; 
– Often used for emphasis

• Cross Cutting:  cutting from one action to another 
– Can be used to establish simultaneity, commentary, or parallels



EDITS CONT.

• Eye-line Match: edit used to show what a character is looking at
– First shot shows character looking off screen; second shot shows the object

• Point-of-View: camera is positioned to view the objects or events 
through the eyes of the main subject

Ex. Lord of War intro following the bullet from production to the 
shot from the gun

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vi-fQMGYyMo
• Freeze Frame: the image is printed or held in a frame to give the 

illusion of a photograph. 
– Often used to emphasize a moment in time.

• Montage:  A series of shots strung together that combine to form 
a larger idea.  

– Often used to indicate the passage of time.  

– Often without dialog, and may be united through sound.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vi-fQMGYyMo


EDITS CONT.

• Audio bridge:  Sound creates the link; 
• Sound effects, dialog, voice over narration, can all create an 

audio bridge

• Match Cut/Visual Match/Graphic Match:  Shot 

composition creates the link; may be created through:
• Graphic match (an object, shape, etc.)

• Pattern and color

• Action

• Idea

• Edits can be used to juxtapose shots or scenes:

– Juxtaposition = placing side by side to invite comparison / contrast

• And don’t forget…

– Motif – a repeated feature that draws the audience’s attention to an object, 

helps establish a pattern of development, etc.



FIN


